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FIRST SEMESTERB.Ed.DEGREEEIGIVIINAIIoN,DECEMBER2016
EDU OT-EDUCATION IN CONTEMPORARY INDIA

(2015 Admissions) 
Maximum:80 Marks

Time : Three Hours ,t

Answers may be writteneither in English or in Molayalam'

Part A

Answer all questions' each question carries 2 myrks'
- - - - 

Answer i;';;; ;;;;;i" " P"*"gr"Ph each'

1. What is informal education ? Give an example'

2. What is NCFTE 2009 ?

3. Distinguish between Maktabs and Madrasas ?

4. What are'NavodaYa VidYataYas' ?

5. What is Peace education

6. What do you understand by'Learning without burden'?

7 . Write a brief note on social stratification ?

8. Mention major objectives of RMSA'

9. What are the'four noble truths' according to Buddhist philosophy ? 

'-"o*rr.ities in Ker

10. suggest arly tt omeasures to be taken for equalization of education opputtt*il;i,}5"#*,

11.

L2.

13.

L4,

15,

16.

Part B

Answer any t'en 9f the following in about a page each'
twY' w'er 

n*n'quntiion carries 4 marks'

Describe mqior aims of education'

What was the signifrcance of Woods despatch ?

What are the salient features of Buddhist system of education ?

Explain the racial diversities of Indian society ?

WhatwerethemajorrecommendationsofKothariCommissiononwomeu,seducation?

Describe various agencies of education ?
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. L7. Discuss the Concept oJ'Education for all'.

18. What are the major values enshrined in our constitution ?.._F____.:..____ 

: , _ 

__ __ _.

a

19. What is'Three lllsqase.formSlll? Explain its significance.

2A. Describe the major objectived of SSA programme.

2t. Explain the different types of education.

* ^- ^.1,.^^{i^- " :'22. Discuss'th€ impact of globaliZation on edqcation.
' (10x4=40marks)

Answer any two of the following.
Each question carries lO marks.

29. Explain the'educational'system'proposal by Gandhiji. How far it is relevant in the contemporary

context ?

24. Discuss the major constitutional provisions on edu*cation.

25. Explain the strategies taken by government for the Univdrsalisation of elementary education in
India ?

(2 x 10 = 20 marks)
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Reg. No..

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed, DEGREE DrAIVINATION, DECEMBER 2016

EDU Oz-DEVELOPMENT OF THE LEARNER

fime: Three llours Maximum:80 Marks

1. What are developmental hazards ?

2. What is cybercrime ?

3. IIow is conscience formed ? 
.

4. Write any two characteristics of conventional level of morality, according to Kohlberg.

5. What is substance abuse ?

' 6. Write four characteristics of a mature personality.

7, What do you mean bY mental hYgiene ?

8. Give the full form of ADttD.

. a 9. What is depression ?

' 10. Define EQ.
(10x2=20marks)

Part B

Answer anY ten questinns-
Each questi,on carries 4 marhs.

11. Describe Erikson's stage of identity vs. role Confusion. \
12. TVrite a note on Maslow's hierarchy of needs.

13. Describe the characteristics of motor development during childhood stage.

L4. "Though Bruner learnt quite a few things from Piaget, he had his'dlfferences too". Comment.

15. What are the different dimensions of individual differences ?

16. Explain the categories oftraits, according to Allport.

L7. Describe Spearman's theory of intelligence.

18. Explain the structure of personality according to Carl Rogers.

(2015 Admissions)

fa'rt e
Answer all questions.

Each question carries 2 marhs.
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19. Who are gifted children ? Suggest a few measures for meeting the needs of gift€d children.
24. How are psychological scripts formed in childhood ?

21. Why are peer relations important during adolescence ?

22. Explain the higher mental abilities developed during the formal operational stage.

(10x4=40marks)
p"ry C

Answer any two questions.
Each question carries l0 marks.

23. Describe Gardner's theory of Multiple Intelligences with examples.

24. Explain how the theory of transactional analysis helps to improve communication.

25. Give an account of major challenges faced during adolescence.

(2 x 10 = 20 marks)
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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE HGMINATION, DECEMBER 2016

EDU O3_LANGUAGE ACROSS THE CURRICULUM

QALS Admissions)

Maximum:40 Marksfime : T\vo Hours .4

Part A

Answer all the questions.

Each questi'on carries I rnark'

X. What is meant by cornprehending a passage ?

2. Mention the skills of language which are reiated to graphic symbols.

3. What is note making ?

4. What is a summary ?

5. What is language ?

6. List four major elements of communication' 
(6 x 1 = 6 marks)

Part B

Answer all the questions.
Each question carri,es 2 marks.

7. Differentiate 'continuity Theory' and 'Discontinuity Theory'.

8. What is discipline based language

9:MentionafewprinciplesbehindtheemergenceofLAC.

10. Mention a few merits of having commanding power in handling English Language'

(4x2=Smarks)

Part C
' Answer any fourr am'ong the following'

.Each question' carries 4 marhs'

11. What are the advantages offered to teachers, if they are good at English language ?

L2. Write a paragraph on study skills'

!.3. Write the factors to be kept in mind when summarizing a passage.

L4. Explain different types of activities to be used for developing speaking skill in your students'

15. How would you develop the reading skill in your students ?

16. Illustrate the importance of language in communication.
(4x4=16marks)
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part D

' The question canies L0 marks. , l

L7, ,Give a comprehensive picture of LAC by explaining its definition, significance, princifles and .

practice.

18.ExplainthechallengesfacedbyIanguageteacherinInilia..
| (1 x l0 = lO marks)
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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAUTINATION, DECEMBER 2016

EDU O4_UNDERSTANDING DISCIPLINES AI''[D SUBJECTS

(2015 Admissions)

Time : TWo Hourc Maximum : 40 Marks

PP"t A

Answer all the questions.

Each question carries L mark'

1. Define School Subjects.

2. Name tuo disciplines come under the category Hard Pure

3. Expand STEM.

4. what is the central purpose of schooling according to social efficiency ideology ?

E. What is the difference between education and training according to classical view ?

6. What is multi-disciplinary learning ?

(6x1=6marks)
t

Part B
l

Answer all the questions.

Each question carri'es 2 mark*

7. What are the aims of schooling ?

8. What is pedagogical content knowledge ?

9. Explain the consenrative views on education'

10. What are the epistemological considerations in selecting school subjects ?

(4x2=Smarks)

Part C

Answer anY fotr- questions'
Each question canies 4 marks'

11. Explain with example, how power structure influence school subjects'

!2, Explain the characteristics of disciplines'

18. .What are the arguments for and against the doctrine of disciplinarity of school subjects ?

T\rrn over
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L4. Discuss curriculum change as a socio-political process.

15. Discuss the classification (typology) of disciplines.

1-6. What is interdisciplinary understanding ? What is its significance ?

Part D

Ap'?;;ffi:#tr:rti".ons'

17. Explain the factors to be eonsidered while devetoping curriculum

18. Illustrate the nature ofdifferent school subjects.

D 18198

(4x4=16 marks)

(1 x 10 = 10 marks)
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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE D(AMINATION, DECEMBER 20I.6

EDU 05.1-THEORETICAL BASES OF TEACHING ARABIC

Time : Three Hours

(20L2 Admissions)
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Reg. No............:........

FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMTNATTON, DECEMrinn 2016

EDU 05.z-THEORETICAL BASES OF TEACHING ENGLISH

QALS Admissions)

Time : Three Hours ! Maximum: 80 Marks

I. Answer alt thequestions. Each carries 2 marks :

rt do you mean by three language formula ?

2 Describe critical listening.

3 'Language and dialect are same'. Why don't you agree with it ?

4 Give expansion-TPR.

5 Why memoirs are included in English course book ?

6 Explain Simulation.

7 Write two demerits of short answer questions.

I Suggest two ways to increase vocabulary.

9 Srhy is English known as a link language ?

10 Is teacher a scaffolder ? Why ?

(10x2=20marks)

U. Answer any tqnof the following. Each carries 4 marks :

11 Differentiate-Narration, Explanation, d.escription.

12 How will you argue in favour of direct method ?

13 Whdt do you mean by an Approach ? How do method and technique differ from it ?

L4 Why do you criticize the Grammar Translation Method ?

15 How can you boost up the creativity of your students ?

16 Describe innovative methods of establishing rapport

17 Describe remedial teaching.

18 Do you prefer direct method or biJingual method in you classroom ? Why ?

19 What are the drawbacks of essay questions ?

20 What are the maxims of teaching ?

T\rrn over
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21 Bring out the significance of language lab.

23 How the theory of Multiple Intelligence can be applied in English classroom?

(10 x4= |marks)
IIII. Answer' any twoof the following. Each carries 10 marks : '

2g Do you agree that Constructivist A$lroach is full-fledged in all respects ? Substantiate
your stand indicating the inadequacies of behaviouristic principles.

24 How can you make your poetry class active and creative ?

ative ways of teaching these skills.

(Z x l0 = 20 marks)
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F'IRST' SEN&ESTER B"Ed. DEGREE EXAWNTNATION, DECEMBER 2016

EDU05.10-THE0RETICALBASESoFTEACHINGMATHEMATICS
. (2015 Admissions)

f
Time : Three Hours Maximum: 80 Marks

Part A

Answer all questiorus'

Each question carries 2 marks'

1. what is meant by instructionai objectives and specification and give one example for each ?

2. Mention any two nature of Mathematics'

3. Mention any twocontributions of Ramanujan'

4. Write any definitions of Mathematics'

5. Mention alny twovalues of learning history of mathematics'

6. Define puzzles and give one example for a puzzle'

7. Mention any ruo examples showing correlation of mathematics with Physics'

g. write any twopurpose of oral work in mathematics teaching.

9. What is meant bY scaffolding'?

10. Mention anyfourobjectives of NCERT ?

(10x2=20marks)

Part B

Answer anY ten questions'

Each question carries 4 marks'

11. Briefly explain values of teaching mathematics'

L2. Briefly outline comelation within mathematics'

13. Mention the significance of Laboratory method for teaching mathematics'

14, what is the scope of group work ? How will you organise gloup work effectively ?

ls.ExplaintaxonomyofinstructionalobjectivesinAffectivedomain?

16.Brieflyexplaindifferentstepsinproblemsolvingmethod?Enumeratethemeritsanddemerits
of problem solving method. 

Turn over
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17. Compare the Behaviourist and Constructivist approach.

;?

19. Brie{v explain logical and psychological apfroaches of curriculum construction ?

20. Describe briefly the contributions of Bhaskaracharya ?

21. Bring oui the importance of homewortit Wtrat are the arguments in favour of and against
grving homework to students of mathematics.

22. Explain the significance of social constructivism in mathematics classroom ?

(10x4=40marks)

Part C

Aruswer any two questi,ons.
Each question carries l0 marks.

23. Briefly explain Gagne's theory. What are the educational implications of this theory in
mathemitics classroom

24. Illustrate the inductive-deductive methods of teaching mathematics with suitable examples.

Also mention its merits and limitations.

25. What are the modern trends in curriculum construction ? How far these principles observed in
the construction of the curriculum in mathematics for the secondary schools in our state ?

(2 x 10 = 20 marks)
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FIRST SEMESTER ts.Ed" DEGREE EXAMTNATTON, DECEMBER, 2016

EDU o5.l2-THEORETICAL BASES OF TEACHING PHYSICAL SCIENCE

(2015 Asmissions)

Time : Three Hours Maximum : 80 Marks

Answer all questions.
' EG.ch question carries 2 marhs each.

1" Mention any two recommendations of NCF (2005) with respect to science curriculum.

2. Using a definition bring out the process and product aspects of science.

3. Mdntion a topic that may be taught through problem solving method. Write the problern you may
frame for this topic.

4. Mention any fourfeatures of collaborative learning.

5. List the various steps involved in project method.

6. What are four basic stages of curriculum development ?

7 . Mention any two areas of physical science where type study can be employed.

8. LiSt any fa.ro supplementary readers suitable for second school students. Mention their publishers.

9. Mention the first aid for :

t-,,*(a) Acid burn. (b) Unknown Poisson.

10. Write example from physical science for Analysis and synthesis.

(10x2=20marks)

Part B

Answer any ten questions.
Each quristion caties 4 marks.

11. Explain any four functions of science.

L2. List the eight issues on which Kerala curriculum is based.

13. Write a short note on First Aid Kit. List its contents.

L4. Explain concept map with an example from physical science

15. What are the instructional and Nurturant effects of concept attainment model.

16. Describe any four patterns bywhich you can impliment supervised stgdy in science classroom.

Turn over
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17. Explain the different types of registers maintained in a science laboratory.

18. Writes short note with example :

(a) Deduction. (b) Analogy.

19. What are the advantages of pupil's workbook ?

20. How can a science teacher secure transfer of training of scientific method.

21-. Explain any four factors which affect thefcurriculum organisation.

22. Describe any four advantages of cluster meeting in state schools.

(10x4=40marks)
part C

Answer any two questions.
Each question canins LO marks each.

23- Differentiate between curriculum and syllabus. Briefly explain the important principles to be
considered while constructing science curriculum

24. State and explain Mill's canons of induction with examples from physical science.

25. Explain the significance of heurism in teaching of science. Mention the role of the teacher and
pupil ; merit and limitations of the method.

(2 x LO = 20 marks)
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FIRST SEMESTER B.Ed. DEGREE EXAMINATION, DECEMBER 2016

EDU 05.].3_THEORETICAL BASES OF TEACHING SOCIAL SCIENCE

(2015 Admissions)

Time :Three Hours 
part I 

Maximum: 80 Marks

Answer alt the questions'

1. List the advantages ofcollaborative learning as an instructional strategy

2. State the limitations of project method'

3. Bring out the importance of dramatization in social studies.

4. Distinguish aims from objectives'

b. What is a specification ? Write any two specifications of the objective'understanding:'

6. Why should we teach social studies ?

7. Mention two advantages of 'source method'of teaching social studies.

g. What is meant by multi-methodology approach in social studies instruction ?

9. What is suPervised teaching ?

10. What do you mean by integrated curriculum ?

(10 x2=2}marks)

Part II

Answer any ten of the fotlowing questions wi,thout exceeiding orle page each.

11, Explain the need and purpose of evaluation in social studies.

LZ. Exptain how curriculu.m basically differs from syllabus. Illustrate form social studies'

13. How would you correlate the teaching of history with other sciences ?

L4. Describe the syntax of concept attainment model of teaching.

15. summarizes the principles of curriculum construction.

16. Write a short note on discovery learning and concept mapping ?

t7, Explain the modern trends in curriculum constriction.

1g. Discuss the different types of discussion methods u'ith suitable examples.

19. what are the reasons of using simulation in classroom teaching ?

IUrn over
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20. Mention the iuiportance of social studies in changing society.

2L. What is meani by co-operative learning ? Explain its essential components.

22. Curncarlum in social studies gryes moral teachiqg. Substantiate this staterr.rent with suitable example,

!, (10x4=40marks)
_t
Pdrt XII

Ar$uler any two of the followirg questions.

23. I&'hat is prohlem solving rnethod ? What are the different steps involved in it ?

24" E4plain briefly Bloorn's Taxonomy of Educational Objectives.

25. What are the different approaches for organising social studies curriculum ?

(2 x 10 = 20 marks)


